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Statement by Alicia Dover, Executive Director of the Plumbing Heating and Cooling Contractors Association of Texas, regarding announcement by Gov. Abbott on a solution to maintain state oversight of plumbing licensure in Texas.

“PHCC is grateful to Governor Abbott for an Executive Order issued today extending the Texas State Board of Plumbing Examiners until 2021. This option maintains the plumbing certifications and licenses necessary to preserve the health, safety and well-being of all Texans.

Maintaining these certifications and licenses will continue to be the top priority of our organization. We appreciate the opportunity to work with the Governor’s office on this important announcement and hopeful resolution.

Appropriate licensing and oversight of Texas plumbers is valued by the responsible individuals who comprise our industry and is relied upon by the Texans that utilize their services. From providing peace of mind to families in their homes to ensuring safety in our schools, hospitals and businesses, the role of the plumber is central to the core of our daily lives.

Plumbers speak to hundreds of thousands of Texans every day and overwhelmingly, we are hearing that the public feels strongly about maintaining uniform licensure across the state.

We applaud Gov. Abbott’s leadership in recognizing the seriousness of this situation.

We are committed to working with Gov. Abbott and legislators to ensure that uniform plumbing standards and enforcement remains in place.

We look forward to working with our state leaders during the interim to address important industry issues that will be discussed as part of the Sunset process.”

###

The Associated Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors of Texas (APHCCT) is a state federation of the oldest and largest national association within the construction industry. The first official group of the APHCCT was “The Associated Master Plumbers of Texas,” incorporated on April 24, 1914, in Fort Worth. The organization focuses on legislative and regulatory advocacy for the industries and delivering quality educational programs for pre-licensing preparatory events and state mandated continuing education programs. APHCCT promotes the highest level of ethical standards and other measures of excellence for its industries to ensure customer satisfaction.